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Race 1 

#1 Gobi Princess- Only seems to race well over a bigger track and if they 

bunch up late she has the best late kick of them all. 

#3 Amanda Blue Chip- Likes to be right up in the front end early on and 

already has a mark for the year of 156.1 over a smaller track. 

#4 Avalonia- Has struggled over the smaller tracks as of late and I am 

thinking she will be much better over a bigger track tonight. 

 

Race 2 

#4 Carbon Capture- She makes one quick move to the front when she wins 

and in a short field that will make it even easier on her. 

#3 Boogie Roll- Likes to come from off the pace late so a 2nd over trip 

turning for home would be ideal here tonight. 

#2 Heavens Challenge- Has hit the board in 6 of 12 starts this year and 

has already earned over 55K, good resume. 

 

Race 3 

#4 Sgt Papa Daddy- Dropped down against cheaper last out and won with 

ease, if it built his confidence he can win again tonight. 

#5 Daliocity- I expect him to be forwardly placed early on tonight and if 

the fractions are slow early he will be in the ticket. 

#2 Unusual Clarity- Returns to his stomping grounds after facing tougher 

as of late at Saratoga and Batvia, price play in here. 

 

Race 4 

#8 JDS Brent N Sheree- Likes to leave the gate fast early on and was 

sharp here two starts back from almost an identical post. 

#4 Card Knock Life- He takes a slight step up in class tonigt after being 

a good 2nd to an Open pacer here last week, finding his better form. 

#6 Regal Escape- Always makes a giant sweeping move off the far turn but 

if he is too far back he will only be able to get up for minors. 

 

Race 5 

#3 Jet Rock- Was facing tough NY Excelsior company not long ago and 

rallied big last week to get up for 2nd at the wire. 

#8 Winston- Has a giant mark last year at Tioga of 150.1 and qualified 

recently like he has found his better form once again. 

#1 Rock To Glory- Has been sharp as of late at Batavia but the real 

question is whether or not he will like a bigger track. 

 

Race 6 

#4 Genius Man- The fact that he dug in his last two starts after having a 

rough trip gives him the advantage coming into tonight. 

#1 Linus- Makes the first start out for the new barn here tonight and has 

only made 7 lifetime start thus far, room to improve. 

#2A Teton Sunset- Raced well here not long ago against tougher but tends 

to want to chase the pace in front of him late. 

 

Race 7 

#4 Fashion Hill- Has not been worse than 3rd in 3 lifetime starts and 

races for a barn who tends to do very well in stakes action here at 

Vernon. 



#2 Bolt Of Beauty- Ripped off a last quarter of 26.4 in his last start 

out here and draws a perfect post to grab position with tonight. 

#1 Dragon Roll- Could be much faster than she looks on paper as she has 

had trouble getting through the turns on smaller tracks. 

 

Race 8 

#1 Skyway Kon Man- If you watched him race over a smaller track you would 

be able to see he is not comfortable, will be much better over the bigger 

track tonight. 

#4 Brady Bunch- Has been sensational in 2019 with 5 starts and not being 

worse than 2nd in all 5, will be right up near the lead early on. 

#8 Whimzical Chapter- Got the job done against cheaper here last out and 

the only concern tonight is the far outside post. 

 

Race 9 

#1 Covered Bridge- Has made it look east winning both of his starts here 

at Vernon and both times he looked like he had more to offer. 

#7 Bro- Has been razor sharp as of late at Pocono and has already hit the 

board in 9 of 13 starts this year, impressive in his last 3. 

#5 Respect Our Flag- Has a lot of late kick to offer in a field with a 

lot of early speed, keep your eye on him as he may be flying late. 

 

Race 10 

#1 R Herbie Blue Chip- Races for a barn who does great with young 

trotters and qualified at Harrah's not long ago looking great. 

#6 Discus Hanover- Has won 10 of 13 starts already this year but will 

face a tough test tonight and has a far outside post as well. 

#2A Mid Chapter- Has only made 3 starts this year and has time to improve 

but may only be fast enough to get up for minors against these. 

 

Race 11 

#3 Charlotte Chaplin- Has won her last two starts here with ease and is 

ready for her toughest test yet in a long time here tonight. 

#2 No Mas Drama- Races well over a bigger track as she has late kick but 

struggles with breaking issues, inside post helps a lot. 

#8 Destiny Blue Chip- Comes in off a scratch sick but has hit the board 

in 3 of 5 lifetime starts thus far, outside post is the only concern 

here. 


